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TK-SNAP can be used in two 
different modes:�
!   manual segmentation �
!  and semi-automatic segmentation. �



Manual Mode!

!  The manual mode is used for 
segmentation using hand contouring 
and for cleaning up the results of 
automatic segmentation. �





Semi-automatic Mode!

!   Segmentation algorithm is used to segment 
anatomical structures in three dimensions. 
This algorithm requires some guidance from 
the user, and ITK-SNAP provides an 
easy interface to provide such guidance.�











Snake Evolution !

The methodology behind SNAP 
is called snake evolution. The term 
snake is used to refer to a closed 
curve (or surface in 3D) that 
represents a segmentation. !



!   In snake evolution methods, the snake evolves from a 
very rough estimate of the anatomical structure of 
interest to a very close approximation of the structure �



How? !
!   The snake evolution is governed by a mathematical equation that 

describes the velocity of every point on the snake at any particular 
time. The velocity of each point depends on two factors:�

!   1. The shape of the 
snake�

!   2. The intensity of the 
image in the 
neighborhood of the 
point �



Vectors of  eveolution !

!   The blue velocities depend on the shape 
of the snake: they are longer at points 
where the snake is more curved and 
shorter where the snake is more straight.�

!   The yellow velocities depend on image 
properties: they are stronger in the regions of 
the image where the intensity is homogeneous 
and weaker where there are edges 
(discontinuities) in image intensity�



Two distinct ways to compute 
feature images: 

1. The first causes the snake to slow down near edges, or 
discontinuities, of intensity.�

2. The second causes the snake to attract to boundaries 
of regions of uniform intensity.�
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What’s my grey 
intensity? �























Snake Parameters (Image Edges) !


